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Abstract. We study the spectral decomposition with respect to the Jacobi operator, / ,
of spherical immersions and characterize those with a simple decomposition in terms of the
Finite Chen-type submanifolds. As a consequence, we give an application to the inverse
problem for J.

1. Introduction. The Jacobi operator J (or the second variation operator) was intro-
duced by Simons in [11]. It appears in the study of the second variation formula of the area
function for a compact minimal submanifold M of a Riemannian manifold M and it is an
elliptic operator acting on the normal bundle of M, N{M). A cross-section V of N(M) is a
Jacobi field if JV = 0, [11]. This definition is a generalization of the Jacobi fields over geo-
desies. Spectral properties of this operator have been studied in [7], [9].

For another classical elliptic operator, the Laplacian A, the spectral behaviour of an
isometric immersion of a Riemannian manifold M in an Euclidean space has been widely
studied: finite type submanifolds (a generalization of minimal submanifolds) were introduced
by B.-Y. Chen in the late seventies and can be characterized by a variational minimal prin-
ciple. For a recent survey on this subject, see [6].

We have found in [2] a relation between both elliptic operators (one can see also [10]).
This suggests studying the spectral behaviour with respect to J of the position vector of
spherical submanifolds and relate it to the Chen-type of the submanifold.

In this paper, we first define the notion offinite J-type for spherical submanifolds. Then,
we analyse those spherical submanifolds with the easiest spectral decomposition with respect
to J. Thus, we find that ./-type 1 characterizes minimality in the sphere and therefore is
equivalent to the Chen-type 1. The following step is to study /-type 2 spherical immersions.
We find that, analogously to the previous case, this family coincides with that of Chen-type 2
for hypersurfaces. Finally, we use this to see that there exists a spectral condition for a
spherical hypersurface with constant mean and scalar curvatures to be totally geodesic.

2. Preliminaries. Let Mp be a Riemannian manifold of dimension p, isometrically
immersed in a Riemannian manifold M" of dimension n= p + q. The normal bundle of
Mp, N(M) is then a real q-dimensional vector bundle with inner product induced by the
metric of M".

Let J be the Jacobi operator (or the second variation operator) acting on cross-sections
£ of N(M). It is a second order differential operator which is defined by

N(M),
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where AD, denotes the Laplacian relative to the normal connection D in N(A4), A is the
Simons operator [11], defined on N(M) by

< A$, ri >= trace (A^ o An), £, T? e N(M), (2)

with A denoting the Weingarten map, and

tf£ = £ ( 7 ? (£,,§,£,)\ (3)

where ± denotes the normal component and R is the Riemannian curvature of M". A cross-
section | e N(M)is called a Jacobifield [11], if ./§ = 0.

Suppose that A/p is compact. In this case we define an inner product in N(M) by

<!,»?> </u. (4)

Then / is self-adjoint with respect to (4). Moreover J is a strongly elliptic operator and it has
an indefinite sequence of distinct eigenvalues

Spec ( M , J) = {ti\ < fi2, •• < iik < ••• - > oo}-

Let F^ = {£ 6 N(M)/J% = ii^} be the eigenspace of J associated with /u*. Then the dimen-
sion of F/t, that is the multiplicity of /u ,̂ is finite. Finally we know that the decomposition
X]*=i Tfc is orthogonal with respect to (4) and it is dense in N{M) in the Z,2-sense.

For each £ e N{M), let f£ be the projection of £ onto i\-. Then one has the following
spectral decomposition

00

J 2 , (in the L2-sense). (5)

3. The /-type of spherical immersions. Assume that x : Af -> S"(l) C £"+1 is an iso-
metric immersion of a compact Riemannian manifold in the unit n-dimensional sphere,
5"(1), centered at the origin of the Euclidean space En+l. The immersion (Mp, x) is said to
be of Chen-type k [4], if the position vector x can be decomposed in the following way:

1=1

where v e En+] is a constant vector and Ax,. = A,,,.*,,, A being the Laplacian of Mp and
ktl 6 R. Moreover, if the centre of mass of (Mp,x) coincides with that of S"(\), then the
immersion is called mass-symmetric [4],

For an isometric immersion x : Mp -> 5"(1) C E"+x the Jacobi operator / on the nor-
mal bundle N{M) is nothing but

J=AD-A. (6)
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On the other hand, since x € N(M) it admits a spectral decomposition with respect to / as in
(5), given by

* = f>, -v,er;. (7)

We say that (Mp, x) is of J-type k if only k non-zero members appear in (7). In particular, it
is of /-type 2 if

x = xs + xr (8)

with xs, xr e N(M) and Jxs = fxsxs,Jxr = ixrxr, fj,s, \xr e R. First we prove the following
result.

PROPOSITION 1. Let x : Mp -> S"{\) C En+l be an isometric immersion of a Riemannian
manifold in the unit sphere. Then

Jx=-Ax=pH, (9)

H being the mean curvature vector of Mp in £"+ 1. In particular,
(i) Jx = IMX, \x e R, if and only if, {Mp, x) is minimal in S"{\). Moreover, in this case,

-p e Spec(Mp, / ) .
(ii) Mi < —p- Equality holds, if and only if, (Mp, x) is minimal in S"(\).

Proof. From (6) we get
Jx = ADx - Ax = -Ax. (10)

Now, choose an orthonormal basis {rjp+\,..., /?„, —x] normal to Mp in E"+l. Since each
element of {TJP+\, ...,»?„} is perpendicular to Mp in 5"(1), we have A'm = Ani, where A'
and A are the Weingarten maps of Mp in S"(\) and in E"+l respectively. Therefore we
have from (10) and (2),

f x 1 - 1
Jx = — I V , t r a c e ( ^ v ° Anr)t]r \ — trace(Ax o A-x)(—x)

trace A 'mr\r \ - px = pH' - px = pH,
\r=p+\ J

where H' denotes the mean curvature vector of Mp in S"{\). Thus (11) and the Beltrami
equation, Ax = -pH end the proof of (9). Part (i) is precisely Takahashis's theorem, (see [4],
p. 136). To prove part (ii) one can apply / to (7) and use (9) to obtain

00

(12)
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But for compact submanifolds of Em we have fM{\+ < x, H >}dv — 0. Then the scalar
product with respect to (4) of (12) with x gives

oo

-p-Vol(M) = £ M * 11**112-
k=\

Thus, there must be a negative eigenvalue fij. Then

00 00

p • Vol(M) = £(-M*) | | JC*| | 2 < -m J2 Wxkt = -Hi • Vol(M) (13)
A-=l k=\

Hence ti\ < -p. Equality in (13) holds if and only if >u.i = /A* Vfc.
This shows the equivalence of spherical submanifolds of Chen-type 1 with those of

./-type 1. Now, we study the spherical immersions whose immersions are constructed with
two eigenvectors of J. Given x : Mp -> Sp+l(l) c Ep+1 an isometric immersion of a com-
pact hypersurface in 5P+1(1), we denote by H, a, a the mean curvature vector, mean curva-
ture function and scalar curvature of the immersion in Ep+2 respectively and by H',a',a'
the corresponding elements in Sp+l(\). First, we establish the following result.

LEMMA 2. Let x : Mp ->• ^"'"'(l) c Ep+2 be an isometric immersion of a compact hyper-
surface in Sp+i(\). Then (Mp, x) has constant mean curvature if an only ifJH = —A//.

Proof. We shall use the following formula which was proved in [2] (see also [18])

AH = JH + 2AH + (AH)T, (14)

where ( ) r denotes the tangential part to Mp. Thus combining (14) and (6) we have

JH=-AH + 2ADH + (AH)T, (15)

where (AH)T is given by [3]

{AH)T = P- V a 2 + 2 t r a c e d . (16)

Then it is enough to observe that (AH)T is tangential, A DH is normal and that they are
both zero if and only if a is constant.

The following Proposition relates the /-type to the Chen-type for spherical hypersurfaces

PROPOSITION 3. Let x : Mp -> S/)+1(l) c Ep+1 be an isometric immersion of a compact
hypersurface in Sp+X(\). Then (Mp, x) is of J-type 2 if and only if it is of Chen-type 2 or it is a
small hypersphere.

Proof. We shall need the following Chen's formula (See Lemma 4.2 of [4]).

AH=ADH+(AH)T+\\o\\2H'-pct2x. (17)
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Assume first that (Mp, x) is of/-type 2. Then x — xr + xs with Jxs = fisxs, Jxr — /xrxr. Hence
Jx = ixrxr + fisxs and J2x = /xjxr + ix2xs. From these two equations we have

(18)

where b — /xr + ixs and c = —lidh-. Using (9) in (18) one has

JH = bH+cx. (19)

Combining (15), (17) and (19), we find that Mp must have constant mean curvature and
constant length of the second fundamental form given by

«2= —b-;\\at = -b. (20)
P

Then, by using (9), Lemma 2 and (18), we have

A2x - b&x + ex - 0,

and so it must be of Chen-type 2 if c ^ 0 and a small hypersphere if c = 0, [4].
Conversely, assume that Mp is a small hypersphere with centre x0 (which is perpendicular

to Mp); then it is known that A(x - x0) = X(x — x0), and so, by using Proposition 1, we have

J(x - x0) = Jx - Jx0 = -A(x - x0) = - A x = Jx.

Thus x = (x - A'o) + x0 with J(x - x0) = — X(x — x0) and Jx0 = 0. Therefore it is of ./-type 2.
Now we suppose that (Mp, x) is of Chen-type 2. Then it is mass-symmetric and has constant
mean and scalar curvatures [1], [8]. Thus we have by [4]

A2x + b\Ax + c{x = 0. (21)

Since a is constant, we use Lemma 2 and (9) in (21) to obtain

J2x-biJx + clx = 0. (22)

Since the position vector x lies in N{M), we have according to (7)

, (23)
k=\

with Jxk = HicXic. But (22) and (23) give

0. (24)
k=l
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Scalar multiplication with A> (with respect to (4)) gives

which proves that all the xu must be zero except at most two of them. But if only one were
different from zero, then Proposition 1 would show that (Mp, x) is of Chen-type 1, and this
is a contradiction. Hence, there must be exactly two ,Y* different of zero and (Mp,x) is of
/-type 2.

REMARK 1. It is not difficult to see that if x : Mp ->• ^"'"'(l) is an immersion of Chen-
type 2 and x = x, + xq is the spectral decomposition with respect to A with eigenvalues k,
and Xq, then x = x, + xq is also the spectral decomposition with respect to / with eigenvalues
fi, = —A.,, ixq = —kg. Since Mp is compact, the eigenvalues of / i n the /-type 2 decomposition
of x must be non-positive.

The following two results are a reformulation, using the above Proposition, of known
facts on Chen-type 2 immersions [6].

COROLLARY 4. Let x : Mp -*• Sp+X{\) be an isometric immersion of a compact Rie-
mannian manifold in the unit sphere which is not a small hypersphere. Then (Mp, x) is of J-type
2 if and only if it has constant mean and scalar curvatures.

COROLLARY 5. Let x : M2 —» 53(1) be an isometric immersion of a closed surface in the
unit 3-sphere. Then (M2, x) is ofJ-type 2 if and only if M2 is the standard immersion of the flat
torus 5 ' («) x S ' (b) with a^b.

4. An application. Now let / ' be the Jacobi operator defined on the normal bundle of
Mp in Sp+i(\). If rf is a normal vector field to Mp in Sp+l(\), then

J'nf = (AD' -A' + R')T]', (25)

where DD , A', R' are the operators defined through (1) to (3) relative to the normal bundle of
MpinSp+\\).

By a straightforward computation, the following relation is obtained

JH' = J'H'+pH'+pa'2x, (26)

H' being the mean curvature vector of Mp in Sp+i. Therefore we have

LEMMA 6. Let x : Mp -*• Sp+X{\) C Ep+2 be an isometric immersion of a compact Rie-
mannian manifold in the unit sphere. Then the mean curvature vector field H' in Mp in Sp+l, is
a Jacobi vector field for the Jacobi operator of the normal bundle ofMp in Ep+2, if and only if
Mp is minimal in Sp+\\).
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As an application we obtain the following result:

PROPOSITION 7. Let Mp be a closed hypersurface of the unit hypersphere Sp+\\). Sup-
pose that it has constant mean and scalar curvatures and that Mp and Sp{\) are isospectral with
respect to J, then Mp = Sp(\).

Proof. Using Corollary 4, we see that Mp is either a small hypersphere or of /-type 2.
Isospectrality implies in the first case that Mp = Sp(\). Assume then that it is of ./-type 2.
Thus its position vector decomposes x = xr + xs with Jxr = tirxr; Jxs — JMSXS and we assume
that nr < /u.,t- < 0. Then, from (20), one has

a ' 2 = - - + - - l ; | | a ' | | 2 =-p - b, (27)

with b — n,r + ixs and c = — *±j±, and a',a' being the mean curvature function and second
fundamental form of Mp in Sp+i(\) respectively. By using the asymptotic expansion of the
heat kernel of J [7], we get in our case that

| | | cr ' | | 2 - i« ' 2 (28)

is a spectral invariant. In particular, since Sp(\) is totally geodesic, we have from (28)

b = -p-^v (29)

but — c > 0 gives
b > -p. (30)

Now, we wish to prove that /xr < —p. Using Proposition 1,

(x, Jx) = p • {x, H)=p [ < x, H >= nr\\xrf + M.lkvll2, (31)

where |||| denotes the norm with respect to the inner product (4). Since fM(\+ < x, H >) = 0,
one has from (31)

^ .Vol(M) = - ^ | | x r | | 2 - ^ | | x , | | 2 . (32)

Therefore, combining (32) and ||AV||2 + \\xs\\
2 = \\x\\2 = Vol(M), one obtains fir <—p <

fj,s < 0. Hence

b = n,r + fis<-p (33)

From (30) and (33) we have

b = -p, (34)

which together with (29) gives

c = 0. (35)
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Consequently /xr = —p and fxs = 0 which means that xs is a Jacobi field for / . By Proposition
1, H = —xr and therefore, since H = H' - x, we have H' = —xs. Thus H' is a Jacobi field for
J and Lemma 6 gives H' — 0 (observe also that / / ' = 0 implies x = A> SO that by Proposition
1, Mp would be minimal.) Then the result follows from Corollary 3.3 of [7].

COROLLARY 8. No spherical hypersurface Mp c Sp + 1(l) of Chen-type 2 is isospectral
(with respect to J) with Sp(l).
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